The continued elimination of measles requires accurate assessment of its epidemiology and a critical evaluation of how its incidence is changing with time. National surveillance of measles in the United States between 2001 and 2011 provides data on the number of measles introductions and the size of the resulting transmission chains. These data allow inference of the effective reproduction number, R eff , and the probability of an outbreak occurring. Our estimate of 0.52 (95% confidence interval: 0.44, 0.60) for R eff is smaller than prior results. Our findings are relatively insensitive to the possibility that as few as 75% of cases were detected. Although we confirm that measles remains eliminated, we identify an increasing trend in the number of measles cases with time. We show that this trend is likely attributable to an increase in the number of disease introductions rather than a change in the transmissibility of measles. However, we find that transmissibility may increase substantially if vaccine coverage drops by as little as 1%. Our general approach of characterizing the case burden of measles is applicable to the epidemiologic assessment of other weakly transmitting or vaccine-controlled pathogens that are either at risk of emerging or on the brink of elimination.
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Measles is a highly contagious communicable disease, the complications of which include pneumonia, encephalitis, and death. Because vaccination provides long-term immunity, and circulation occurs only among humans, measles is a potential candidate for global eradication (1, 2) . Although endogenous measles transmission was declared eliminated in the United States in 2000 (3, 4) , sporadic introductions occasionally result in short chains of transmission (5, 6) . The small size of these transmission chains is dependent on high vaccine coverage. Thus, there is concern that vaccination refusal may increase the possibility of endogenous transmission (7, 8) .
To quantify the risk of the reemergence of measles, we analyzed recent data for the final size distribution of transmission chains of measles in the United States. This approach is justified because the chains are linked epidemiologically.
Meanwhile, our use of the final size of transmission chains rather than the epidemic curve is helpful because our results are independent of the specific timing of individual cases. Because measles is reportable in the United States, continual active surveillance has enabled availability of chain size data with a high case detection rate (5, 9, 10) . We quantified the amount of measles transmission by inferring the average size of transmission chains and the probability that a single imported case led to a transmission chain having at least 3 cases. Whereas quantitative estimates of measles transmission have been previously reported (5, 9, 11), our analysis was distinct in that it allowed a flexible degree of transmission heterogeneity and a more robust method of correcting for imperfect observation. We also investigated how sensitive these results were to changes in vaccine coverage. The National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys seroprevalence data from 1999-2004 and recent reports of measles-mumpsrubella vaccine coverage for children 19-35 months of age provided an approximate range for the current level of population immunity (12, 13) .
To obtain insight into whether the number of measles cases is relatively stable or potentially increasing, we examined whether there was a temporal trend in the data. When we focused on the time after declaration of measles elimination, we found evidence that the number of measles cases has increased significantly with time. This motivated a closer look to identify whether the increased health burden was due to more introductions of disease from foreign countries or to an increase in transmission within the United States.
Our analysis was based upon the assumption that the number of cases that were infected by a randomly chosen case followed a negative binomial distribution. This simple assumption permitted a full range of values for the effective reproduction number, the degree of transmission heterogeneity, and the observation probability (14) . Branching process theory provided an explicit link between this model, observed data, and maximum likelihood statistics (15, 16) . Our approach illustrates the importance of considering the degree of transmission heterogeneity and how imperfect observation can be accounted for in a self-consistent manner. Furthermore, by separating the analysis of disease introduction and subsequent transmissibility, it also provides a framework for evaluating the burden of diseases that are either weakly transmitting or are limited because of active control intervention.
METHODS

Data
The data for this study were obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (Atlanta, Georgia), which conducts national surveillance of measles and tracks all confirmed cases. The adequacy of this surveillance system to detect measles cases has been validated using 4 different measurements (17) . The number and size distribution of transmission chains for measles are available in 2 reports; 1 for 1997-1999 (Table 1 in (9)). The reports do not provide any explicit reason to presume that the case detection probability differed between 1997-1999 and 2001-2011. Because our model concerns the distribution of chain sizes rather than an epidemic curve, we did not require access to the specific timing of measles cases.
Model
Because the transmission of measles in the United States is currently self-limiting, cases are typically observed as distinct transmission chains. A transmission chain consists of an imported case of measles (i.e., a primary case), along with all secondary cases that can be linked to it. In principle, overlapping chains could form an infection cluster with multiple primary cases. However, the presence of multiple primary cases was reported only for a single infection cluster in 1999. We defined an outbreak as a chain with at least 3 cases (analogous to the CDC's definition (9) ).
We leveraged a body of research concerning the use of observed chain sizes to estimate transmission parameters for self-limited chains (7, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19) . In particular, the transmissibility of measles within the United States was modeled by assuming that the offspring distribution for the number of infections caused by a randomly chosen case followed a negative binomial distribution (16) . The negative binomial distribution has been shown to be a parsimonious model for disease transmission, because it encompasses both the strength and heterogeneity of transmission (14) . It is parameterized by the effective reproduction number, R eff , and the dispersion parameter, k. The mean of the distribution is R eff , and the requirement for disease elimination is that R eff is less than 1. The variance of the distribution is a function of both R eff and k. As such, k represents the degree of transmission heterogeneity with lower values of k corresponding to greater heterogeneity. When k → ∞, the offspring distribution is equivalent to a Poisson distribution (i.e., each case is assumed to have an identical and constant rate of infection, as well as an identical infectious period). When k = 1, the offspring distribution is equivalent to a geometric distribution (i.e., equivalent to each case having an identical and constant rate of infection, but an exponentially distributed infectious period). When k is less than 1, a high degree of transmission heterogeneity is observed. This latter scenario may be evident when a social structure, such as the clustering of unvaccinated individuals, affects transmission. Traditional analyses often assume that k → ∞ or k = 1, but available data indicate that higher degrees of heterogeneity (i.e., lower values of k) are common for many infections (14, 15) . By allowing k to be a free parameter that is inferred from the observed chain size distribution, we permit a flexible degree of transmission heterogeneity.
For a specific value of R eff , the average chain size was computed according to 1 / (1 -R eff ), and the proportion of cases that were expected is, therefore, 1 − R eff (Figures 1A and 2) (11, 16) . Thus, the number of cases in a year is modeled as N I / (1 − R eff ), where N I is the number of disease introductions in a year. Meanwhile, branching process theory allows explicit calculation of the chain size distribution as a function of R eff and k (16). The outbreak probability, which depends on both R eff and k, was computed by calculating the probability that a chain has exactly 1 or 2 cases and then subtracting this value from 1.
When observation was assumed to be imperfect ( Figure 1 ), we constructed the observed chain size distribution by assuming that each case had an identical and independent probability of detection (15, 16) . Imperfect case observation has previously been accounted for using a "truncated Poisson" model that assumed homogeneous transmission and ignored chains having only 1 or 2 cases (9). However, previous analysis showed that the truncated Poisson model can lead to overestimation of R eff , because heterogeneity of transmission is not incorporated (15) .
To model the projected change due to decreased vaccine coverage (Figure 2 ), 1 − R eff was assumed to be proportional to the seroprevalence. It was also assumed that no transmission would be possible if the seroprevalence were 100%, and that changes in seroprevalence would not change the dispersion parameter. These assumptions are analogous to previous modeling efforts (7) but do not explicitly model clustering of susceptible individuals.
Statistics
Maximum likelihood estimates of R eff and k were obtained by computing the probability of the observed chain size distribution (16) . Specifically, the probability, r j , for a transmission chain to have a true size of j is
When perfect observations are assumed, the probability r 0 j to observe a transmission chain of size j is the same as r j . When imperfect observation is accounted for by assuming that each case is observed with an identical and independent A) The 95% confidence region for average chain size and the probability of an outbreak (defined as a chain having at least 3 cases) are shown for the negative binomial model under the assumption of perfect observation (black contour). These results were then modified for the scenario in which each case was observed with an independent probability of 75% (light gray contour). For each scenario, the maximum likelihood estimate is indicated by the bullet point. The dotted curve shows the relationship between average chain size and the probability of an outbreak when homogeneous transmission is assumed (i.e., the number of infections that are attributed to a randomly chosen case is Poisson distributed). The dashed curve, corresponding to k = 1, represents transmission with an intermediate degree of heterogeneity (i.e., the number of infections that are attributed to a randomly chosen case follow a geometric distribution). The dark gray line superimposed on the homogeneous transmission curve represents the truncated Poisson confidence interval of previously published analyses (9) . The confidence interval for the truncated Poisson model is represented by a line because this model has only 1 parameter. The confidence regions for the models that are based on a negative binomial offspring distribution are shown as 2-dimensional contours because these models have 2 parameters. B) Chain size predictions based on 75% case observation rate (light gray) or the truncated Poisson model (dark gray) (9) . The observed data and the 95% error bars for these observations (determined by bootstrapping) are shown in black.
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The possibility for observing no cases in a chain is determined by setting j = 0. Therefore, the overall probability of observing a chain of size j (which requires that there be at least 1 case to observe) is
To adjust for the aggregated form in which the data were reported for 2001-2011, the likelihood calculation for a set of data is determined by summing chain size probabilities together when the exact size of a chain was known only to be within a specific range. Specifically,
where m 1 is the observed number of isolated cases, m 2 is the observed number of chains having exactly 2 cases, m 3→5 is the observed number of chains containing 3-5 cases, m 6→9 is the observed number of chains containing 6-9 cases, m 10+ is the observed number of chains having at least 10 cases, and x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x m 10þ represent the actual sizes of the m 10+ observed chains that have at least 10 cases. Exact sizes of large chains (i.e., at least 10 cases) in Table 2 of the article by Papania et al. (10) were used, but this required adjusting the "greater than five cases column" of Table 3 of the article by Papania et al. (10) to include only the chains having between 6 and 9 cases. For the single infection cluster in 1999 that had 2 index cases (and thus had 2 entangled chains of transmission), the likelihood was computed by summing over all possible combinations of chain sizes. The 95% confidence regions for R eff and k were found by the likelihood ratio test, and the associated 95% confidence interval for R eff was calculated by using likelihood profiling (16, 20) . Figure 3D ) were determined by maximizing the likelihood for the observed chain size distribution for each year with respect to R eff and k and then profiling on R eff to determine the confidence intervals.
The linear fits in Figures 3A and 3C were obtained by assuming that the number of cases and number of introductions for any single calendar year followed a Poisson distribution with a mean that was linearly dependent on the calendar year. The confidence intervals on the slopes of these regressions were determined by the log likelihood ratio test. An alternative parametric bootstrapping approach for obtaining confidence intervals was also conducted. For this approach, bootstrapped data were generated by choosing values for the number of cases and introductions each year according to a Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the observed data value. Poisson regression was then performed on the bootstrapped data. This was repeated 5,000 times, and the 95% confidence limits were obtained from the histograms of the value of the slopes obtained for the set of linear regressions. As a nonparametric alternative for detecting temporal trends, the Mann-Kendall function was applied to the time-series data (21) .
For the regression of R eff ( Figure 3D ), k was assumed to be constant from year to year. However, Poisson regression could not be applied in a way that was consistent with our model because it would not incorporate uncertainty with respect to the degree of transmission heterogeneity. Thus, the linear fit was obtained by first maximizing the likelihood,
with respect to c 1 , c 2 , and k and then plotting c 1 + c 2 y. Here, L y (R eff , k) is the likelihood of the data for year y for transmission parameters of R eff and k. The confidence intervals on the slopes of this regression were determined by the log likelihood ratio test. Again, as a nonparametric alternative for detecting temporal trends, the Mann-Kendall function was applied to the time-series data.
RESULTS
When perfect case observation was assumed, we found that the maximum likelihood estimate of R eff for measles in the United States (in 2002-2011) was 0.52 (95% confidence interval (CI): 0.44, 0.60). This estimate of R eff implies that chains had an average size of 2.1 cases (95% CI: 1.8, 2.5; black contour in Figure 1A) , and that 48% of cases (95% CI: 40%, 56%) were caused by introductions from another country.
In addition to estimating the average chain size, our inference method was used to quantify the probability of a primary case causing an outbreak. The higher the degree of transmission heterogeneity, the higher the probability that a primary case will be a dead end for infection and, thus, the outbreak probability will be lower. We inferred the outbreak probability to be 0.15 (95% CI: 0.13, 0.18). This low outbreak probability (in comparison to the probability expected from more homogeneous transmission indicated by the dashed and dotted black lines in Figure 1A ) is balanced by a higher probability of very large chains containing "superspreader" cases that cause a disproportionate amount of transmission (14) . The amount of super-spreading can be quantified by the coefficient of variation for the offspring distribution (2.38, 95% CI: 2.08, 2.74 compared to 1.39 for R eff = 0.52 Imperfect observation of cases is an unfortunate reality of all surveillance efforts. Despite comprehensive surveillance, the CDC noted that 12% of measles cases in 2002-2011 had unknown infection sources (9) . However, incorporation of the observation process into inference methods can partially compensate for unobserved cases. A prior analysis used the truncated Poisson method to correct for imperfect observation, but this method involved an assumption of homogeneous transmission. The resulting estimate for R eff was 0.70 (95% CI: 0.61, 0.79; black line in Figure 1A ) (9) , which corresponds to an average chain size of 3.3 (95% CI: 2.6, 4.8).
We assumed that each case had an independent observation rate of 75% as an alternative correction for imperfect observation. The resulting estimate of the average chain size was 2.2 (95% CI: 1.9, 2.7; light gray contour in Figure 1A) . The difference between these models is significant because of the substantial difference in the expected sizes of observed chains and the probabilities of outbreaks (seen by the nonoverlap of the black line and light gray contour in Figure 1A ). Direct comparison of how well the 2 models fit the observed chain size distribution yielded a difference in the Akaike information criterion scores of −120.1 (inset of Figure 1B ). This indicated a strong preference for our model of imperfect case observation over the truncated Poisson model. The discrepancy between these 2 models can be explained by a recent comparison of the underlying methods, which showed that the assumption of Poisson-distributed transmission often causes a greater bias in R eff than the bias introduced by imperfect observation (15) .
Because the average size of chains is related to the proportion of the population that is susceptible to measles, we used seroprevalence data to predict the consequence of reduced vaccine coverage. The National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys reported an overall seropositive proportion of the population of 95.9% (95% CI: 95.1%, 96.5%), which we treat as the overall level of population immunity (12) . Our model predicted that if the seroprevalence decreased by an absolute value of 1% from the baseline value, the average chain size would increase to 2.8 (95% CI: 2.2, 4.0; dark gray contour of Figure 2 ). If seroprevalence decreased another 1% to an absolute value of 93.9%, our model predicted an increase of the average chain size to 4.3 (95% CI: 2.9, 9.9; light gray contour of Figure 2 ). Our analysis confirmed a prior observation that relatively small changes in vaccine coverage can have a substantial impact on the number of measles cases (7).
Our projections for the impact of a decrease in population immunity are dramatic. Although there are many caveats to the analysis, the possibility that the average size of chains can more than double with a 2% drop in population immunity motivates a closer examination of the data to ensure that transmission is being maintained at low levels. An examination of the number of cases that occurs each year shows a potentially concerning trend ( Figure 3A) . When Poisson regression is applied to available data from 1997 to 2011, there is a minimal change in the case load (slope of dashed gray line in Figure 3A is 0.7 cases per year, 95% CI: 0.0, 1.6 by likelihood ratio, and 95% CI: −0.3, 1.7 based on parametric bootstrapping). However, similar examination of data since the elimination of measles (in 2002-2011) shows a significant increase in the number of cases with time (slope of solid gray line in Figure 3A is 10.2 cases per year, 95% CI: 9.0, 11.8 by likelihood ratio, and 95% CI: 8.5, 11.9 based on parametric bootstrapping). These findings are further validated by the Mann-Kendall statistic for detecting a temporal trend in data (P = 0.91 for 1997-2011, P = 0.07 for 2002-2011). This raises a concern about whether the declaration of measles elimination caused an inadvertent change in control interventions and establishes a need to understand the likely cause of the increased number of cases.
Although it appears that the number of cases of measles may be increasing, one cannot also conclude that the transmissibility (as represented by R eff ) is increasing. Rather, an increase in the number of cases could be entirely caused by an increase in the number of introductions, or could be entirely due to an increase in R eff or a combination of these possibilities ( Figure 3B) .
When just the number of introductions per year was examined, the postelimination data (from 2002-2011) showed an increasing trend (slope of gray line in Figure 3C is 4.6 introductions per year, 95% CI: 3.8, 5.8 by likelihood ratio, and 95% CI: 3.5, 5.8 based on parametric bootstrapping, Mann-Kendall P = 0.02). Even when the noticeably high value of disease introductions for 2011 is ignored, an increase of 1.9 introductions per year (95% CI: 0.9, 3.2 by likelihood ratio, and 95% CI: 0.5, 3.2 based on parametric bootstrapping) is still observed. Meanwhile, a statistically significant trend in R eff was not identified (slope of gray line in Figure 3D is 0.00 cases per year, 95% CI: −0.03, 0.03 by likelihood ratio, Mann-Kendall P = 1.00). This implies that the increase in the number of cases can be attributed to an increase in the number of introductions rather than a change in R eff .
Although the data suggest that R eff is approximately equally likely to be decreasing as increasing, the possibility that R eff is increasing cannot be ruled out. In particular, the 95% confidence interval for the slope of R eff included the possibility that R eff has increased by 0.3 over a 10-year period. If this worst-case scenario were true and continued for 5 years, the average size of outbreaks would be expected to grow 60% by 2017. This reinforces the need to maintain surveillance efforts so that monitoring of R eff can continue and, if needed, reactive measures such as improved vaccine coverage can be implemented.
DISCUSSION
Because the upper confidence interval limit for the average chain size is 2.7 (corresponding to R eff of 0.63), even when an observation probability of 75% is assumed ( Figure 1A ), our estimates of R eff were well below the critical value of 1. Thus, our overall analysis of postelimination measles data confirmed prior findings that endemic transmission was not possible during 2002-2011 (3, 4) . However, the apparent trend showing an increase in the number of cases from year to year deserves continued monitoring ( Figure 3A) .
A concern is that the size of transmission chains and the risk of reestablishing endemic measles are highly sensitive to the fraction of the population that is susceptible. In fact, a change of only 2% in the fraction of the population that
